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Wireless sensor networks can be used in a wide variety of civilian, environmental, natural, and military applica ons, such as health
monitoring, environmental monitoring, seism monitoring, and ba lefields surveillance, respec vely. One of the fundamental tasks
in the development of wireless sensor networks is coverage, which measures the network eﬀec veness and accuracy in event detec on. Most exis ng studies on coverage focus on homogeneous and sta c wireless sensor networks, where the sensors have the
same features, such as sensing range, communica on range, and energy. In this talk, we consider sensor heterogeneity and mobility, which provide a more realis c view of the network design for real-world sensing applica ons. Specifically, we address the joint
problem of mobile k-coverage and geographic forwarding in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, where each point in a field of
interest is covered by at least k ac ve heterogeneous sensors. First, we exploit Helly’s Theorem as well as certain geometric properes to solve the k-coverage problem. Second, we introduce our four- er architecture to ensure on-demand k-coverage of a region
of interest in a field using sensor mobility. Third, we suggest a geographic forwarding protocol based on the concept of mobile proxy
sink, which helps build a forwarding chain between the source sensors and the sink. To this end, we determine the minimum transmission distance between pairs of consecu ve mobile proxy sinks forming the forwarding chain. Also, we compute the op mum
number of mobile proxy sinks in this chain. We corroborate our analysis with simula on results.
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